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EDUCATION 
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA                                                    May 2022 
     Bachelor of Science in Science 

Relevant Coursework: Electronic Circuit Design; Circuits and Devices; Digital Design; 
Engineering Design; Programming Techniques 

 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE 
Kimberly Clark, Neenah, WI                                                                                         Jan.-Aug. 2018 
Co-op Internship 

 Made edits to many electrical drawings by hand and collaborated with others who already 
had certain drawings checked out. 

 Used AutoCAD to update electrical drawings for several machines. 
 Led a team of electricians to make physical changes based on my updated electrical 

drawings. 
 Used In-Sight to update the tools used for a high-speed camera on a pants machine. 
 Configured an AENTR and ETAP device using RSLinx and BootP software. 
 Created a complete instruction manual for future engineers and electricians on how to set up 

AENTR and ETAP devices. 
 Used RSLogix to compile data for certain Add-On Instructions contained within the 

Inspection and Registration system for a garments machine. 
 Compared the compiled data to a similar machine at a separate facility location and created 

a data packet of my findings. 
 Reserved a Logix Simulator to practice with and use RSLogix 5000 to learn ladder logic and 

create a small program. 
 Visited the Cold Springs facility multiple times to check and confirm proper ethernet labeling 

and connections to their respective machines. 
 
Larson Design Group, Mechanicsburg, PA                                                           Aug. 2022-Present 
Electrical Engineering Technician 

 Used AutoCAD to design and circuit power for retail business interiors. 
 Used AutoCAD to design and circuit lighting for retail business interiors. 
 Created electrical panel schedules in Excel, AutoCAD, and Revit using calculated loads, a 

varying number of circuits, and different types of electrical panels. 
 Used Revit to design and circuit power for retail business exteriors. 
 Used Revit to design and circuit lighting for retail business exteriors. 
 Created single-line diagrams for retail businesses. 
 Used COMcheck Web to create and sign energy compliance documents for retail 

businesses in different states.  
 Collaborated with architects, mechanical engineers, and plumbing to create construction sets 

for multiple clients in the retail industry. 
 Worked with a licensed electrical engineer to sign and seal electrical drawing sets for permit 

and construction. 
 Used survey photos from the future construction site and existing drawings to understand the 

location and details of existing electrical equipment and electrical power systems.  


